Section 1: Highlights

As a Department, during the year 2022-2023, we have published 21 peer-reviewed journal articles and 17 conference papers/presentations relevant to DEI and/or social justice issues.

For example,

**Journal Publications:**


**Conference Papers/Presentations:**

Cooper, R. A., & Harwood, J. (2023, March). Humanizing dementia: Effects of counter-stereotypical messages on patronizing speech toward people with a stigmatized health
condition. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Central States Communication Association, St. Louis, MO. [Top four paper award]


Meanwhile, we have taught 23 classes incorporating contents and pedagogical activities relevant to DEI and/or social justice issues.

For example:

**Susan Holland** discussed Media and (mis) representation in all classes: PR 317 Strategic Writing for PR, PR 202 Sports PR, and PR 203 Nonprofit PR – the role of media and the power of media to continue to perpetuate negative images for all marginalized groups.

**Kyle Tusing** incorporated the following in his Communication Theory class: Theories/ideas that explain the perspective of various co-cultures are presented: Co-cultural theory, feminist standpoint theory, muted group theory, rhetoric and ideas of Martin Luther King, Jr. in service of the civil rights movement.

**Jake Harwood** taught about music and intergroup relations in my undergraduate music class, and students spent time on critical theory and social identity in the grad interpersonal seminar.

Besides research and teaching activities, we, as a Department, have been actively involved in service activities at different levels (e.g., department, university, or professional), as well as receiving educational or professional training related to DEI and/or social justice practices.

For example,

**Matthew Lapierre** was a member of the mass communication division executive committee at NCA, he has been heavily involved in finding ways to improve DEI in the division with a specific focus on highlighting research accomplishments in this area.

**Carolyn Casertano** has participated in Diversity in the Public Relations classroom webinars hosted by the Institute for Public Relations and the Public Relations Society of America Educators Academy.

**Diana Leonard** was a Faculty Fellow with the 21st Century Master's Project and this year has been focusing on DEI as a foundational element throughout each part of our strategic initiative. She sought to infuse JEDI values in each of our goals from the year including reworking TATO (the mandatory graduate teaching training) and holding workshops for graduates introducing Campus Cultural Centers (including Disability Cultural Center and Immigration Cultural Center), DRC, and CAPS, and others.
Many student organizations in the Department of Communication have also helped in our mission to prioritize DEI and social justice during the year 2022-2023.

**The Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA)** continued to encourage opportunities designed to support students of diverse backgrounds.

**Lambda Pi Eta (LPH)** invited a number of speakers to share their experiences in diverse corporate, professional, and entertainment industries.

**The Association of Graduate Students in Communication (AGSC)** held the Ben’s Bell philanthropy activity, a local nonprofit organization which serves to spread kindness throughout the world.

### Section 2: Research and Professional Projects

**Matthew Lapierre** published two articles:


**Hyeonchang Gim** published four articles:


**Jake Harwood** published 10 articles

https://doi.org/10.58734/plc-2023-0010


Chris Segrin published nine articles


**Heather Gahler** published an article


**Kory Floyd** published two articles


communication, health, and relationships. *Personal Relationships, 30*(1), 44–75.  
https://doi.org/10.1111/pere.12444

**Amanda Cooper** published an article


**Jennifer Stevens Aubrey** published an article

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2023.107785

**Section 3: Teaching and Classroom Activities**

**Susan Holland** taught PR 317 Strategic Writing for PR/ PR 203 Nonprofit PR/ PR 202 Sports PR

“I teach about discrimination (class, gender, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity) and how it has negatively impacted the culture of sport.

I discuss white privilege in the content of sport and greater society. One example is how white privilege affected ownership and leadership of major sports teams and governing bodies. Despite the playing field being more inclusive and diverse, the majority of coaching staffs and owners of teams /leagues lack diversity. This holds true for diversity in race, ethnicity, and gender.

Media representations /(mis)representations of athletes by class, gender, sexual orientation, race and ethnicity and the negative effects from hegemonic standards establish of what it means to be "feminine" and "masculine" in sport.

How discrimination of all groups that have been marginalized has negatively impacted the culture of sport - ownership, leadership, management, sponsorship opportunities (marketing), and our society as a whole. Lack of diversity and representation and (mis)representation in all above areas in media and in our greater society.

Media and (mis) representation is also discussed in all classes: PR 317 Strategic Writing for PR, PR 202 Sports PR, and PR 203 Nonprofit PR. We discuss the role of media and the power of media to continue to perpetuate negative images for all marginalized groups.

In PR 203 Nonprofit PR and in PR 317 Strategic Writing for PR, I incorporate nonprofit organizations that serve our greater community that often serve underprivileged communities.
In PR 203 Nonprofit PR, I look to have students focus on a multitude of underprivileged communities and nonprofit organizations that serve these communities. We examine nonprofit organizations within a multitude of nonprofit sectors such as Membership Groups, Trade Groups, Labor Unions, Chambers of Commerce, Advocacy Groups, Social Service Groups, Foundations, and Cultural Groups.”

**Carolyn Casertano** taught PR 101, 201 Introduction to Public Relations

“I grade anonymously to reduce potential bias. I provide a safe space for students to talk about how issues of discrimination affect them, and invite students to let me know if the way that feels most comfortable to them if they are experiencing any discrimination, prejudice or other negative behavior”

**Rain Liu** taught 696C Culture and Communication/201 Introduction to Public Relations/421 PR Campaigns

“In my teaching, especially for the PR classes, I emphasize the significance of inclusivity, cultural sensitivity, and equitable representation in PR and communications campaigns. I encourage students to critically analyze and challenge existing industry practices that may perpetuate stereotypes or exclude certain groups. Provide case studies and practical examples that highlight successful DEI initiatives in PR, and discuss the ethical implications of promoting diverse voices and perspectives in shaping public opinion and building meaningful relationships with diverse audiences.”

**Chris Segrin** taught 415 Nonverbal Communication/ 407 Family Communication

“Family Comm covers diverse family forms (e.g., same sex marriage and parenting, single parenting) and effects of sociodemographic factors (e.g., sex, age, race, SES) on family interactions and relationships. Nonverbal Comm covers forms and functions of nonverbal behaviors in different cultures along with affects of sociodemographic factors (e.g., sex, age, race, SES) on encoding and decoding of nonverbal behaviors.”

**Jake Harwood** taught 402 Communication and music/610 Interpersonal theory

“I teach about music and intergroup relations in my undergraduate music class, and we spent time on critical theory and social identity in the grad interpersonal seminar.”

**Matthew Lapierre** taught 369A Health Communication/301 Survey of Mass Communication/469 Media and Health

“I grade exams anonymously to reduce potential bias. In health communication, I cover health disparities extensively and center them in the class paper. I also teach about culture and health where we focus on how western medical culture often harms people from marginalized groups (e.g., immigrants). In media and health, I examine the ways media adversely affects the health of
low SES populations. In survey of mass communication, I cover race/gender/sexuality representation in the media.”

**Heather Gahler** taught 309 History of Mass Media Effects

“I teach about different media representations of various minority groups. I guest taught about sexuality and gender identity in intercultural communication.”

**Diana Leonard** taught 119 Intro to Public Speaking/325 Argumentation & Debate/319 Advanced Public Speaking/411 Conflict & Communication

“We learn about and practice inclusivity. In all classes we seek to understand the other's perspective based on their world view and personal/cultural experiences.

COMM119, 319, and 325 construct messages for heterogenous audiences with varied backgrounds in an attempt to find common ground. I highlight the effectiveness of those messages and where they can be improved.

COMM319 incorporates personal storytelling that highlights one's gendered, cultural, physical, and psychological experience as it has impacted their lives and could impact the lives of others.

COMM411 strives to listen to the experience of the other to show understanding of different perspective and worldview and seek to communicate effectively, while holding those differences as relevant and impactful.”

**Hyeonchang Gim** taught 117 Culture and Communication

“I talk mostly about the importance of adapting communication strategies to different cultural contexts.”

**Kyle Tusing** taught 101 Introduction to the study of communication/300 Communication theory/417a Relational communication

“Theories/ideas that explain the perspective of various co-cultures are presented: Co-cultural theory, feminist standpoint theory, muted group theory, rhetoric and ideas of Martin Luther King, Jr. in service of the civil rights movement.”

**Section 4: Service, Training, and Activities**

**Rain Liu:** I was invited to present and lead a workshop held by an environmental advocacy group, Sustainable Tucson, titled Persuading Shoppers to Reduce Plastic Bag Use, with my graduate student Taylor Foerster. We are also working with a local grocery store, Food Conspiracy Co-op, on a potential field experiment of using communication interventions to promote reusable bags among grocery shoppers. I have been serving on the DEI committee of our department for the past year.
Heather Gahler: I volunteered with SAGA for trans and nonbinary people to support them. I presented at a conference on queer and trans future about trans body image. I presented to Brookdale Senior Living Facility on intercultural communication.

Daniel Andres Dominguez: I joined the DEI Council at the College of Social & Behavioral Sciences.

Hyeonchang Gim: I have served on two DEI committees: one for the SBS DEI council and the other for the COMM department's DEI committee.

Carolyn Casertano: I have participated in Diversity in the Public Relations classroom webinars hosted by the Institute for Public Relations and the Public Relations Society of America Educators Academy.

Kory Floyd: I attended a session on white accountability for faculty and staff in the spring. I have also spent the spring and summer counseling students at UA Counseling and Psychological Services, many of whom are facing oppression and marginalization due to their ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation, and/or ability status.

Diana Leonard: I am a Faculty Fellow with the 21st Century Master's Project and this year has been focusing on DEI as a foundational element throughout each part of our strategic initiative. We sought to infuse JEDI values in each of our goals from the year including reworking TATO (the mandatory graduate teaching training) and holding workshops for graduates introducing Campus Cultural Centers (including Disability Cultural Center and Immigration Cultural Center), DRC, and CAPS, and others. Our further mission from graduate admissions through graduate support, and graduation is being reviewed by our team for addressing JEDI values.

Matthew Lapierre: As a member of the mass communication division executive committee at NCA, I have been heavily involved in finding ways to improve DEI in the division with a specific focus on highlighting research accomplishments in this area.

2021-2024: ICA Affiliate Journal Committee (internationalizing ICA's journals)
2021-ongoing: Member, department DEI committee
2022-2024: Member, University Ombuds Committee (addressing conflicts on campus, including intergroup issues)

Section 5: Student Club Activities

Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA) is an undergraduate club within our department that offers its members chances for more hands-on experience with PR and social media campaigns, marketing research, and maintaining client relationships. Because this club has a hand in assisting the next generation of PR professionals, they emphasize the importance of DEI in all of their practices. Activities that center on DEI specifically are:
The UArizona PRSSA chapter is committed to promoting issues relates to DEI through its activities, programs, membership and executive team. We follow the national best practices in the https://www.prsa.org/prssa/about-prssa/diversity-inclusion DEI toolkit and during the last year brought in numerous speakers who focus on DEI; recruited new members with a focus on expanding our chapter’s reach to encourage more representation from diverse communities and showcased the importance of DEI in our chapter communications.

We had an exciting opportunity to provide a free one-year membership in PRSSA and used this to recruit new students who typically cannot afford an annual membership.

We promoted issues related to DEI year-round through social media, chapter announcements, email blasts, program presentations and especially during October (DEI focused month).

**Lambda Pi Eta (LPH)** is the honors society for Communication majors and pre-majors. During **2022-2023** (Fall 2022-Spring 2023) they held a number of events that center on DEI.

At the beginning of each academic year, LPE organizers reach out to their members to get their input on what topics and professional industries they are most interested in learning about. They continually check in with the undergraduate members in order to create events that are diverse in topic and speakers to best serve their interests. During the Fall 2022-Spring 2023 academic year, they have hosted at least 6 speakers (five outside guest speakers and Susan Holland, faculty advisor, LPE) with many discussing DEI and social justice within their respective fields:

**Fall 2022:**
**September 20, 2022:**
**Amy Heidbreder** (Account Coordinator, ANDERSON Advertising and Public Relations) and **Natalie Skehan** (Account Manager, Apex Systems), as recent UArizona alumnae, discussed their transition from collegiate to corporate life. As two young women in the advertising and PR industry, they both shared their insights on inclusion and equity in the workplace. During their presentations, they shared how future alumni can network and secure experiential experiences in college that may help them in the corporate world.

**Oct. 18, 2022:**
**Steve Harding** (Development/Producer/Writer, SH Productions) is an eight-time Emmy nominated professional with more than 20 years of experience in the entertainment industry. Outside of how well he engaged with each member of LPE and the practical tips he shared regarding networking, he also discussed the importance of inclusion in his field and his practices. He provided customized professional development help for every LPE member who attended this meeting. Each member met with Steve, via Zoom, one-on-one, to help them in their respective career goals.

**Nov. 15, 2022:**
**Maddy Rueda** (Global Project Manager of Music, YouTube) has worked multiple roles within the music industry and professional sector, creating a diverse background in human resources, marketing, and project management. In addition to sharing her experiences of being the youngest person on her team, and working with a culturally diverse team, she also addressed diversity in
workplace location and in her previous and current jobs. She shared the many advantages of diversity, including the increased creativity that inevitably results from it. Prior to her position at YouTube, Maddy also served as former HR Staffing Services Associate for Google. (Additionally, she spoke to our club previously in this role with Google in February 2020).

February 21, 2023:
Lisa Zunich, (Producer, WarnerBros. Discovery) has worked for Warner Bros., for more than 10 years. She is currently a Producer for Cartoon Network. Prior to this role she served as Brand Ambassador for Anshutz Entertainment Group (AEG) Worldwide. Lisa addressed the importance of the diversity, equity, and inclusion not only in the workplace, at Warner Bros., but within the entertainment industry.

Susan Holland, Faculty Advisor, LAMBDA PI ETA (LPH) (Fall 2022/Spring 2023)
In addition to our guest speakers for Fall 2022-Spring 2023, I worked both individually and collectively with our members on the importance of diversity, equity, and inclusion of our LPE membership and the importance of DEI in networking and in relation to their career aspirations and success in the workplace (internships and professional careers). I frequently work with our LPE members to help them on their professional development throughout each academic year. We discuss the imperative role of DEI education in our professional and academic lives.

Association of Graduate Students in Communication (AGSC) is the graduate student council within the department. During the 2022-2023 school year, the AGSC cabinet has prioritized DEI in a number of ways.

First and foremost, the past AGSC cabinets have kept an open forum to encourage all of the graduate students to participate and contribute to graduate student resources and activities as they see fit. They have also made a push to cater to graduate students’ needs by polling them at the beginning of each school year, specifically for the type of support and activities that they would find most useful. They do their best to hold workshops and activities based on these suggestions. In this way, AGSC is focused on promoting student success through writing hours, research speed dating, and NCA practice talks to help graduate students succeed and represent our department to the best of their ability at the annual national conference.

This year, AGSC focused on building community among our graduate students, in ways that would help students, especially international students, thrive and find community. To that end, many events were planned to include study hours, a dinner night, an all-department bowling night, and a bonfire. Also in spring 2023, the philanthropy committee participated in painting charms for Ben's Bells, a local nonprofit organization which serves to spread kindness throughout the world. These events helped to connect graduate students to both the departmental community and the larger Tucson community.